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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this document 

The purpose of this document is to support the 360 Feedback meeting in the 

TIBER-EU process. It is recommend to have this meeting in person and for all 

parties to prepare for it by going through this document prior to the meeting. 

In the 360 Feedback meeting all participants in a specific TIBER-EU test are 

requested to provide their feedback to each other about how the process was 

experienced by them, what they have learned and what can be improved.  

1.2 Participants in the 360 Feedback meeting 

 The White Team of the entity undertaking the TIBER-EU test 

 The Threat Intelligence Provider 

 The Red Teaming provider 

 The TIBER Cyber Team(s) from the involved authorities 

 

1.3 Feedback Questions 

It is requested for the all the above parties to think about the questions 

below and prepare an answer that can be discussed during the 360 Feedback 

meeting. You can of course skip questions that are not applicable to your role.  

1.3.1 Feedback to the Threat Intelligence Provider 

1. How committed was the Threat Intelligence Provider to making the TIBER test a 

success? 

2. How committed was the TIP to cooperate with the parties involved?  

3. How useful was the provided target threat intelligence to create attack 

scenarios? Is the gathered threat intelligence timely, accurate, relevant and 

actionable? 

4. To what extend is the threat intelligence provided by the Threat Intelligence 

Provider applicable to the specific entity and the Critical Functions of the entity? 
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Did the Threat Intelligence Provider understand the business of the 

commissioning entity? 

5. To what extend is the Threat Intelligence Provider able to provide sufficient 

information about the quality and credibility of the information provided? 

6. How did the Threat Intelligence Provider generally perform in your professional 

opinion? Was the provided intelligence fit for purpose? What recommendations 

do you have? 

 

1.3.2 Feedback to the Red Team Provider 

7. How committed was the Red Team Provider to making the TIBER test a 

success? 

8. How committed was the Red Team Provider to cooperate with the parties 

involved? 

9. How well was the Red Team Provider able to create actionable and relevant RT 

scenarios? 

10. To what extend are the Red Team scenarios applicable to the Critical Functions 

of the entity? Did the provider understand the business and involved risks of the 

commissioning entity? 

11. What was the quality of the Red Teaming activities? 

12. What is the quality of the Red Teaming activities both before and (possibly) after 

detection? Please include answers to the following questions: Was the provider 

capable of mimicking the skills of the intended adversary? How flexible and 

creative was the provider to adapt to a changing environment during the test 

and if necessary adept the scenario? Points to take into consideration: 

creativity, stealth, quality of phishing mail, timely domain registration, (re-)use 

and/or creation of malware, use of cutting edge implant technology, physical 

penetrations skill an generally thinking and acting ahead (e.g. if detected where 

does that leave me?). 

13. How flexible and creative was the Red Team Provider to adapt to a changing 

environment during the test and if necessary change the scenario? Points to 

take into consideration: People, process, technology, creativity, stealth, (re-)use 

and/or creation of malware, thinking steps ahead (if detected what’s next?). 

How did the Red Team approach lateral movement? 

14. Did the Red Team manage to capture the flag(s) and/or subgoals and how? If 

not why not? 

15. What is the quality of the Red Team Test Report? 
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16. What was the quality of the replay and purple teaming? What could be 

improved? 

1.3.3 Feedback to the White Team 

17. How committed was the entity to making the TIBER test a success during the 

test process and with regard to sharing best practices with other institutions? 

18. How did the White Team collaborate and communicate with the other parties? 

Were roles and responsibilities clear? 

19. Given the test; what could the White Team improve on governing the test? 

20. How did the White Team play its role? (Neutral, on the hand of the Red Team 

provider, on the hand of the Blue Team). Was it effective or ineffective and why? 

21. Regarding their knowledge of the level of defense, to what extent was the White 

Team willing to focus on stretching the Blue Team’s defense capabilities? 

22. Were the right teams/persons involved in for example communication 

(internal/external) and escalation? How was the decisiveness of the White 

Team? 

1.3.4 Feedback to the TIBER Cyber Team(s) (TCT) 

23. How did the TCT generally perform in your professional opinion? What 

recommendations do you have for TCST? Looking at communication, Guidance 

given and Governance (clear roles and responsibilities) 

1.3.5 Feedback on the TIBER-EU/XX Framework, used templates and other 

documentation 

24. What suggestions do you have to improve TIBER-EU/XX framework and other 

documentation? 

25. What suggestions do you have to improve TIBER-EU/XX programme of the 

involved authorities? 
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